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ABSTRACT 
For a given discrete-time system, consider an infinite-horizon linear-quadratic 
control problem with positive semidefinite cost criterion and an extra penalty term for 
the state variable at infinity. Our central result shows that this problem is structurally 
equivalent to the associated problem, where the state penalty term is required to 
vanish at infinity, provided only that the latter problem has finite optimal cost 
everywhere. For this case, the optimal cost is represented by a unique solution of the 
(possibly singular) alg b e raic Riccati equation, and if, in addition, the underlying 
system is left-invertible. then optimal inputs for either problem are implementable as 
state feedback laws, expressed in terms of the original system coefficients only, even 
when the control weighting matrix in the cost criterion is not invertible. 0 Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the discrete-time system 2 = (A, B, C, D): 
x(i + 1) =Ax(i) + Bu(i), i E N, (l.la) 
y(i) = G(i) + Du(i), (l.lb) 
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Mathematical Institute of Wiirzburg University, Wirzburg, Germany, as a resuming Alexander 
van Humboldt research fellow. 
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with A E [wnx”, B E [WnXm, C E [WrXn, D E [w”“, and x0 := r(O) E [w”. 
Next, set T E N and ur := {u(O), U(I), . . . , u(T - 1)) [u(j) E R”, j = 
0, 1,. . . ) T - 11. Then we define the quadratic cost criteria 
T-l 
JT(% UT) := c y’(i)y(i), (1.2a) 
i=O 
and, for a given S E [w” “‘, S > 0, also 
lT,S(% UT) :=]T(Xg’ Us) + x’(T)Sx(T), (1.2b) 
where ’ denotes the transpose of a matrix or vector. In addition, we introduce 
with u := {u(i)];=“= [u(i) E Iw”‘, i > 01, and, obviously, for every pair (x,, u), 
J(x,,, u) is either + 00 or finite. Now, if, for any x0, u is such that 
lim r-_ta; x’(T)Sx(T) th ei er exists or tends to +m, then u is said to be an 
element of %(x0>, and u E g/r,> (“f” for “feasible”) if u E Y&x,) and 
lim r ~ m Jr s(xO, ur > < 00. We are ready to state the next infinite-horizon 
linear-quadratic (LQ) control problem: 
(Ps) For all x,,, determine 
Jdx0) := inf( ~~m]T,,(x,,uT)lu E Zf(x,,). (1.3) 
In this short paper we will examine this problem in depth by means of a 
fully algebraic approach, without making assumptions such as controllability, 
stabilizability, and invertibility of the control weighting matrix D’D in the 
cost functions of (1.2) [so (P,> may be a singular control problem]. 
It should be emphasized that (P,) diff ers fundamentally from the problem 
of determining the behavior of inf{J,, s(xO, ur) 1 uT) for large T, as taking 
the limit after having infimized need not be equivalent to infimizing after 
having taken the limit. Indeed, it is well known that the former problem 
involves the convergence of the so-called Riccati difference equation ill], 
whereas we can (and will) do perfectly well without it, as we shall see. 
Problems of the form (Ps> occur in, e.g., (environmental) economics 191 and 
digital control for continuous-time systems (sampled-data control) 151. See, 
also, e.g., [l, 61. 
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As is the case for continuous-time systems [12], (P,) appears to be most 
closely related to the problem 
(P”) For all x,), determine 
J”( x,,) := inf {J( x,), u) Iu is such that Sx( i) j O(i + m)}. (1.4) 
We will call (P”) the LQ control problem with S-stability, as not so much 
x(i) as Sx(i) is required to vanish when i tends to +x. 
A first indication for the existence of structzd ties between (Ps) and 
(PSI is provided by the following simple result. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For every x0 E R”, Js(so) 2 J,~(x,,>. 
Prtxf. Let x0 E [w ‘. If J”( x,) = + m, then we are done. So assume 
that J”(xg) < 00. Thus, there exists an input u such that Sr(i) + 0 (i + ~1 
and J(xo, u) < 00. As, for this u, limT --tm J7., s(~g, u,) = J(x,,, u), we estab- 
lish that u E Y+(x,,> and thus that 
J(r0.u) ~Js(xo). ( 1 .5) 
Therefore, J “( x0> 2 js( x0). ??
Our main result, to be proven in the next section, expresses that J’(x,,) 
and js(x,,) are equal for every -T(), provided J” : R” + R+ is finite eve?- 
where. Our proof for this’ simple statement turns out to be somewhat 
involved. However, as [3] exhibits a complete treatment of (P”), our ke? 
contribution enables us to solve (Ps). As in [3], th e concepts of linear matrix 
inequality (LMI) and algebraic Hiccati equation (ARE) play major roles in 
the solution. Let us briefly recall the basics here; for more details, see [3]. 
A matrix K = K’ E [w”‘” satisfies the LMI if P(K) > 0. where 
P(K) := C'C + A’KA - K C’D + A’KB D’C + R’KA 1 D’D + B’KB ’ (1 .C) 
and r denotes the set of solutions to the LMI. Set, further, 
@( K) := C’C + A’KA - K 
-(C’D + A’KB)(D’D + B’KB)+ (D’C + B’KA). (1.7) 
where IV+ denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix M: then 
r. := {K E lYj@( K) = 0} (1 J) 
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is the solution set of the ARE. Observe that, by Schur’s lemma, 
I,, = (K E Ihank P(K) = rank( D’D + B’KB)}, (I.9 
and that, for every x,,, every T > 0, every ur, and every K E I, 
lT(XO~ UT) + WPWT) 
T-l 
= &K-c, + c [ d(i)aq K)%(i) 
i=O 
+v’(i)(D’D + B’zqv(i)], (1.10) 
with 
o(i) := u(i) + (D’D + B’KB) + (D’C + B’KA) x( i), (1.11) 
i = O,l,..., I” - 1 [3, (1.8), (1.13)]. If T(z) := D + C(zZ - A)-‘B is the 
transfer function of 2, and p := normal rank T(z), then 13, Lemma 1.21, for 
every K E I, rank P(K) > p, and if we introduce 
Imin := {K E Ilrank P(K) = p}, 
then it is shown in [3, Corollary I.31 that 
r, 5 rmin, 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
so all solutions of the ARE are also rank-minimizing solutions of the LMI. 
Finally, it is clear from the above that I as well as I,, is feedback-invariant, 
i.e., if A, := A + RF, C, := C + DF, and P,(K) and QF(K) denote (1.6) 
and (1.7), respectively, with A, C replaced by A,, C,, then I, := {K E 
[WnX” 1 K = K’, P,(K) 2 0) = r, r,,, := {K E I’, 1 aF( K) = 0) = r,,. 
Hence, if, in (1.11, we insert u = Fx + v, then also, for every x0, every 
T E N, every vT, and every K E r, 
lT(XO’ VT) + x’(T)fi(T) 
T-l 
= xbKxo + c [ x’(i)$( K)x(i) + w’(i)( D’D + B’KB)w(i)], (1.14) 
i=O 
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W(i) := u(i) + (D’D + B’KB)+ (D’C, + B’KA,)x(i), (1.15) 
i = 0,l , . . . > T - 1. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In the sequel, x := {x(i)):= 0 = {x(O), x(l), x(2), . . .I, and SO forth; a( M ) 
denotes the spectrum of the square matrix M; q(M) stands for the stable 
subspace associated with M; D, denotes the closed unit circle, and 07 its 
interior. Also, let Y”(Z) denote the weakly unobservable subspace that is 
associated with the system C, i.e., Y(Z) := {x0 E [w” 1 3u Vi E N : q(i) = 0) 
[ll], and set, also, Ys(Z) := (x,, E [w” 1% Vi E F+J : y(i) = 0, Sx(i) = 0) 
(algorithms for such subspaces can be found in, e.g., [S]). Further, set 
P,(z) := -y A -;“I_ [ 
the system matrix of (1.1). Finally, if H E [w Px ‘I and 37 c [w P, then H t (3%) 
:=(CE &V)H~EX}, andA,=A+BF,C,=C+DF,withFE[W”‘X”. 
For every x,,, J”(xa) is an upper bound for Js( x,,), according to Proposi- 
tion 1.1. Theorem 2.1 expresses the fact that the “gap” Js(xo) - J,(x,,) can 
be unequal to zero only if /” : R” -+ R+ is not bounded. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that, for every xg E R”, J’(x,> < 00. Then, for 
every x0, 
JSbo) =Jsh). 
Since it is very natural, as well as enticing, to expect and hope that J,(x,) 
andJS(r,)willb e e ua , q 1 under the single assumption that the latter infimum 
is finite everywhere, we concentrate on this issue rather than on a compre- 
hensive analysis of (P,) 1 a one-with success, as we shall see below (yet not 
without having to dig through a bit of extra work). The most general situation 
[i.e., J’(x’,) = + f m or some 3Cr0] is briefly discussed in Remark 2.14. 
Our proof for Theorem 2.1 requires a string of by-results, of interest in 
their own right. Recall, that the discrete-time system (1.1) is left invertible if 
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and only if the transfer function T(z) is left invertible as a rational matrix 
[ll]. Further, C is called strongly obserwzble if Y(C) = 0, and strongly 
detectable if y(i) + 0 implies r(i) + 0 (i -+ a), irrespective of the inputs u 
and initial states x0 [ll]. The first by-result is given without proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Consider the system 
x(i + 1) = Ax(i) + w(i), x(O) = x0, 
with a(A) c Df. Zfw(i) = O(1) ( i + m), then x(i) = O(1) (i -+ m). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume that the system C is strongly observable, and 
that 
ker 
Then y(i) = O(1) ( i + w) * x(i) = O(1) 0 + ml. 
Proof. Due to strong observability, P,(z) has full column rank for every 
z E C [II, 41, so P,(z) has a polynomial left inverse. By writing (1.1) in 
terms of z-transforms, it then follows immediately that x as well as u is 
bounded, as y is. 
REMARK 2.4. Proposition 2.3, a generalization of [lo, Lemma 4.41, is not 
true for the continuous-time version of (1.1). For instance, the system 
is easily seen to be strongly observable (if y E 0, then x1 E x2 E 0, 
so X,(O) = x,(O) = 0 [41); yet, if r,(t) = sin(t’), then I y(t)/ < 1, whereas 
x,(t) = 2t cos (t’), unbounded on [O, m). In [41 it is observed that, in the 
continuous-time case, strong observability fails to imply that y(t) + 0 (i + ~1 
only if r(t) + 0 (i -+ ~1, as is the case for discrete-time systems [ll]. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Assume that C is left invertible as weZZ as strongly 
detectable. Then y(i) = O(1) ( i --, m) * x(i) = O(1) (i + m). 
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~rooof. Let S$ be such that z;‘(C) 8 Zs = R”, and F E RlnXn be such 
that A,%‘XC) G Y’XC), C,‘Y(IZ) = 0. As V(Z) = (ker(C,) ]AF) 1111, it 
follows that the system 
x(i + 1) = AFx(i) + h(i), y(i) = C,x(i) + h(i), 
with u(i) = u(i) - Fx(i), can be transformed into 
Here, by construction 
and 
[ 0 cz] x1(i) 
[ 1 Q(i) 
+ DC(i). (2.lb) 
ker 
zl -A,, -B, 
c2 D 1 
is of full column rank for every z E C [ll]. Due to strong detectability and 
left invertibility, P,(z) is left-invertible for every z E @ \ 0: [ll, 41, so 
u( A,,) c 07. Now, x2 is bounded by Proposition 2.3, as a result of which x, 
is also bounded, by Lemma 2.2. ??
LEMMA 2.6. Consider the system 
x(i + 1) = Ax(i) + w(i), x(0) = X”, 
with a(A) c @ \ D,. Zfx(i) = O(1) and w(i) -+ 0 (i + m>, then r(i) -+ 0 
(i -+ m). 
Proof. For every i E N, x(i) = A’x,, + A’-‘w,, + ... +Aw,_, + wi_, 
= A’[x, + C~=oA-j-lwj - C~=iApjplwj]; the infinite series converge, as 
u(A-r) c 0:. Thus, x0 + C~=OA-j-lwj =: X is such that A’? = x(i) + 
C;=&-‘W~+~, bounded (i + a), as a result of which X = 0 (note that 
o(A) c @\ Dl>. Hence, for every i E N, x(i) = -C~=oA-k-lwk+i + 0, 
since w(i) -+ 0 (i -+ CO>. ??
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REMARK 2.7. If, in Lemma 2.6, w is merely bounded, then the result is 
untrue. Example: x(i + 1) = 2x(i) + w(i). Choose, for every i E N, w(i) 
= -_x ,,; then x = x,,, so both w and x are bounded, but r(i) + 0 (i + ~1 
only if x0 = 0. Yet, Z = x0 + c;=,2-j-$ = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Assume that Z is lef invertible and that (A, B) is 
stabilizable. Then the largest element of r,, K+, exists, and 
with 
A(K+) := A - B(D’D + B’K+B)-‘(D’C + B’K+A). (24 
In addition, for every x0 E R”, 
J’( x0> = info< x0, U)IU issuchthatx(i) + O(i + 03)) 
= x;K+x(). (24 
If, moreover, P,(z) is left-invertible for all z E D, \ Dy, then, also 
(T( A( K+)) c Dy, and, for every x0 E R”, the input u* that is o!etemined 
by the state feedback law 
u*(i) = -( D’D + B’K+B)-‘( D’C + B’K+A)x*(i), i E N, (2.5) 
is such that J(x,,, u*> = J’(x,,>, and x*(i) --+ 0 (i + 03). 
Proof. The claim in (2.4) and the existence of K+ are immediate by [3, 
Corollary 2.51, and D’D + B’K+ B is invertible by [3, Corollary 1.41. Then, [3, 
Proposition 3.21 yields (2.2). Finally, assume Z to be written in the form (2.1). 
If Px.( z) is of full column rank for every z on D, \ Dy, then w( A,,) fl (D, \ 
0:) = 0, so that the last assertions are immediate consequences of [3, 
Theorem 3.41 and [3, Proposition 3.11. ??
REMARK 2.9. Following [2], an element K of r,, may be called a strong 
solution of the ARE if it satisfies (2.2). Existence and uniqueness of a strong 
and largest solution of the ARE, under the sole assumption of stabilizability, 
is discussed in [2, 7, 131 if D’D = I, D’C = 0. Thus, Proposition 2.8 
generalizes corresponding statements in these papers, and it coincides with a 
part of [ll, Theorem 181 in case of strong detectability. 
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Co~oLUny 2.10. Consider the system x(i + 1) = Ax(i) + Bu(i), i E N, 
x(O) = x0, and assume that (A, B) is stabilizable. Zf, further, R E [w”x”, 
R > 0, then, for every x0 E [w”, 
J’(x~) = inf 
1. 
zcOu’(i)Ru(i) u issuchthatx(i) +O(i+m) 
I 
= 0, 
if a(A) c D,. In particular, for any K E r, K =G 0. 
Proof. Set E > 0 and R, := R + EZ; then R, > 0. Next, define 2, := 
(A, B, 0, DE), with D, such that ker DE = 0, R, = DA 0,: then 2, is left 
invertible. If, for every x,,, Ji(xJ denotes the optimal cost for the problem 
in (2.4), subject to Ze, then, for every x0, we have Ji(xa) = ~~K,fx,, with 
a(A(Kz)) G D,, and 
0 = A’K,+A - K,+- A’K,+B( R, + B’K,tB)-lB’K,+A, 
by Proposition 2.8. Now K, := 0 is also a strong solution of this ARE, as 
U( A( K,)) = U(A) G D,, and therefore, necessarily, Kz = 0 (see, e.g., [13]). 
Since, for every x0, JL(xa) > J’( x,) > 0 (R, > R), we thus establish that, 
for every x0, J’( x0> = 0. Hence, also, K < 0 if K E r [3, Corollary 2.51. W 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. There exists a matrix F E [WmX ” such that 
A,YKs(Z) c V&Z.), C,F’&%) = 0, SYs(Z> = 0, and also, A,F’XC) c 
V(X), C,Y(X) = 0; moreover, 
q(c) = (ker[:]lAr), v(Z) =(kerC,IAr) 
[3, Proposition 2.21. Let tzg be such that Vs(X) @ 2s = Y(C), 2s be such 
that Y(X) @Zs = Iw”, and choose suitable basis matrices. Next, set %!i = 
B + (YJZ)) n ker D, let ‘Y/i @ gz = B + (z/(IY,c)) n ker D, determine or- 
thogonal basis matrices for Z/i, Z2 and for Zs, with %a such that Z!, @ FYz @ 
‘%a = Iw”. Then, with u = Fx + v, (1.1) transforms into 
[~~~~itl_[I’ I_ g;][i;!.z]+ [R” i” g,][%j, 
(2.6a) 
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and for s(i) := Sx(i) we get 
Xl(i) 
s(i) = [O $2 %] x2(i) . I I x3(i) P-7) 
By construction, 
ker ker B,, = 0, 
and the subsystem for x3 and y alone, as well as the subsystem for x2, x3, y, 
and s jointly, is strongly observable. Next, assume (without loss of generality) 
that A,, in (2.6a) is of the form 
A, = [ gA”’ ,,,I> with a( A,,,) c D, and o( A,,,) C C \Dr, 
and let A,,, A,,, B,,, B,, be partitioned conformably; set 
B 
B,, = B221 . 
[ 1 222 
In addition, assume (also without loss of generality) that 
A,, = [ tz21 ;,,,,I, 42, = [ ,,,,‘I> 
with (A,,,,, B2221 > controllable. Assuming further that all other block matri- 
ces, involved in this latter decomposition, are conformably partitioned as well, 
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(2.6a) transforms into 
x,(i + 1) 
%(i + 1) 
%(i + 1) 
xz3( i + 1) 
x3(i + 1) 
4, * * * A,3 Xl(i) 
0 A221 * * * x21( i> 
= 0 0 *222, * * x22(i) 
0 0 0 A 2222 * %3(i) 
0 0 0 0 A 33 x3(i) _ 
4, f42 43 
0 B22, * 
[ 
o,(i) 
+ 0 B222, * u2(i) . 
0 0 
i3, 
%(i) I 
0 0 
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(2.8) 
Now, let x0 E R” be arbitrary. By Proposition 1.1, Js(xo) < cc), so ?$/,<x,> # 
0. Let u E gf(x,>. Then 1(x,, u) < 00, limr up x’(T)%(T) =: 5 exists, 
5 2 0. Consequently, also, s(i) = O(1) (i + ~1. Thus, by applying Proposi- 
tion 2.3 to (2.6), (2.7), we find that 
x2(i) 
[ 1 x3(i) = O(1) (i + m). 
On the other hand, since y(i) 4 O (i + m>, also x,(i) + 0 (i -+ m), due to 
strong detectability of the subsystem (A,,, Bs,, C,, D3). Hence, o,(i) -+ O 
(i + E), so, also, by Lemma 2.6, r,,(i) + 0 (i -+ m), since dA2222) C c \ 
D,. We establish that 
u E q/f(%J only if 
%2.3(i) 
[ 1 x3(i) + 0 (i + m). 
,. ,. ,. ,. n . A 
Let 2 := (A, B, C, D), where A and B are the system coefficients for xz3 
and x3 in (2.8), and 
(2.9) 
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with c^ := [0 C,],~D_:= D,. Then, by the foregoing, Js(x,) < 00 for every 
x0 E R” only if (A, B) is stabilizable. So assume this to be the case. As 2 is 
easily seen to be left-invertible, I?+, the largest solution of &( Z?) = 0, with 
&(K^) = c^,c^ + A’&$ - K - (&j + A^‘K$(Ij’D + B^‘IzB^)- ‘(3c^ + 
B^‘Z?.$ exists, and moreover, a( L$ Z?)) 5 Dy, with A^(K^+) = A^ - B^(l?‘fi 
+ B^‘k+B”)-‘(I?‘6 + l?‘l?A), since a(A,,,,) c C \ D, (see Proposition 
2.8). Then, let i(K), P,(K) denote (1.6) associated with 3, c, := 
( A,, B, C,, D), respectively, and let K ’ E R” ’ n be such that, with respect 
to the partition in (2.8) it corresponds to 
0 0 
[ I 0 I? 
(the zero matrix blocks being of compatible sizes). Since pI(I?) > 9, also 
Pr( K ‘) > 0, and, in addition, rank Pr( K ‘) = rank P( Z?) = rank( D’fi + 
B”‘I?l?) = rank(D’D + B’KSB). So K ’ is a solution of the ARE associated 
with XF (thus, KS E r,,). By Proposition 2.8, KS is such that, with respect to 
(2.8), (2.9) for every x,, E R”, 
and hence, by the above, for every x,,, 
Js( x0) 2 x~K%,. (2.10) 
Now, apply to C, the state feedback law 
v(i) = -( D’D + B’KSB)+ (D’C, + B’KSA,)x(i) + w(i). (2.11) 
Then, by (1.14), for every x,, and every T E N, 
T-l 
c y’(i)y(i) + x’(T)K%(T) = x;KSx, 
i=O 
T-l 
+ c w’(i)( D’D + B’K%)w(i), 
i=O 
(2.12) 
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(2.13) 
we have, for every x0 and every T E N, 
T-l 
c y’(i)y(i) + x’(T)K%(T) 
i=O 
T-l 
01(i) 
x uz(i> 
[ 1 > (2.14) %(i) 
and A(Z?), the resulting preliminary closed-loop matrix for yl in (2.8), 
1 1 
after having applied (2.13) has all its eigenvalues in 07. Next, there exists a 
matrix G, such that a(A,,,, + B 
(A 
s2s1G2) c Dy, due to controllability of 
2221 y B,,,,). Hence, applying not only (2.13), but also 
v2 = G,x,, + w2 (2.15) 
to (2.8) thus ensures that, for every x0 E Iw”, x,,(i), x,,(i), and x,(i) 
converge to zero exponentially fast Ci -+ 03) if w2 and wg are both set equal to 
zero, whereas (2.15) does not bring about extra cost in (2.14). In other words, 
with respect to (2.8), (2.6b), for every x0 E [w”, 
inf 
I 
E y’(i)y(i) vissuchthat 
i=o 
%2(i) 
Xz3(i) + 0 (i + 00) 
x.3(i) I I 
= x;px,. (2.16) 
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The preliminary closed-loop matrix in (2.8), after having employed (2.13), 
(2.15), is such that its spectrum equals a( A,,) U ‘+(A,,,, + B,,,iCs) U 
a( x(Z?+)) c D,. Therefore, by combination of (2.14)-(2.16) and Corollary 
2.10, we get that, with respect to (2.61, for every x0, 
v is such that + O(i 
provided 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Now it is shown in [3, Theorem 2.31 that (2.18) is equivalent to the claim that, 
for every x0, JYxJ < 00, and that if this is the case, then for every x0, 
J”< x0> is equal to (2.17). Therefore, as J’<x,> < m for every x0 by assump- 
tion, we conclude finally [using, consecutively, (2.101, (2.17), and Proposition 
1.11 that, for every x0, js(xo> < Js(xO) < Js(xO), and this completes the 
proof. ??
COROLLARY 2.12. Assume that, for all x,,, J’(x,,) < ~0. If x0 E [w”, 
u E z!~(x,>, then 
?i_m_/,; s( x07 UT) =_L( x0) m J(xO,u) =Is(xO), Sx(i) -+ 0 (i --f w). 
Proof. c=: Trivial. 
3 : In terms of (2.81, KS corresponds to 
x23(i) 
[ I x3(i) --+O (i + M) if u E gf(xo). 
Thus, by (2.141, xbKSx, Q Cy=, y’(i)y(i) = J(xo, u). Consequently, if 
lim r-rm Jr,S(xO> ur) = xbKSxo, then, necessarily, J(x,,, u) = xb K ‘x0, and 
%x(i) + 0 (i + w). As we established in the previous proof that, under the 
given assumption, J,(x,> = XL KSx, for every x0, we are done. ??
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A’x, + 0 (i -+ 03)). Without further ado, we state 
THEOREM 2.16. For all x0 E R”, Js(x,> < m ifund only if 
K(A) + ( A]im( B)) + Vs( x) = [w”. (2.19) 
Assume this to be the case. Then there exists a unique KS E r,, Y’Is(Z> L 
ker KS, such that, for all x0, J’(Q) =Js(xO> = xbKSxo. In addition, if 
K E r, q’(2) c ker K, then K < KS. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 2.1 with [3, Theorem 2.31. ??
The coordinate-free subspace condition (2.19) is equivalent to (2.18). In 
words, Theorem 2.16 expresses that K ’ is the largest element of the set 
{K E l- 1 K Ts(~> = O}._Th is characterization of KS indeed determines KS 
uniquely, for, if also K E r, I?Y’s(Ii) = 0 and KY’&%) = 0, and K E r 
only if K > K, then KS Q K Q KS. ??
If S = 0, so that the extra term on x(T) in (I.2b) is absent, then, trivially, 
for every x0, J”(xo> = Jo(xo> and Vs(X) = Y(Z), so (2.19) becomes 
g( A) + ( Alim( B)) + z”( 2) = KY’, (2.20) 
and this condition is equivalent to the existence of a positive semidefinite 
solution to the ARE [3, Corollary 2.61, re ar g dl ess of whether D’D is invertible 
or not. If S = I, that is, if all state variables are equally penalized at i = T in 
(1.2b), then V&C) = 0 and (2.19) re d uces to classical stabilizability. In that 
case, Kz in Theorem 2.16 is the overall largest solution of the LMI. 
As far as the existence of optimal inputs is concerned, the following can 
be said. For reasons of brevity, we will assume from here on that ‘c is 
left-invertible. Now, choose any F E RmXn such that A,Ys(~:) c Y$Z), 
C,Y$X) = 0 [and SYs(c> = 01, A,Y”(X) G “v(Z), C,Y(IS) = 0. Then 
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[3, Proposition 2.21. For such matrices F, the spectra of A,IY(C), the 
restriction of A, to V(C), and of A,(%‘s(z) are invariant [ll], and the first 
set of eigenvalues is sometimes called the set of invatian~ zeros of C [ll, 41. 
In this sense, the second set of eigenvalues, (T( A,lYs(z)), represents the set 
of invariant zeros of 
Now, if A,IY(C)/Ys(c) denotes the quotient map induced by A, on 
v(X)/Y?~(C), the quotient space of V(C) over Vs(z,), then we will call 
a,x(X,> := c+(A,lZ/(X,)/Ys(X.)) th e set of S-outer invariant zeros of 3 [so 
al*(X) = a(A,IY(x,)), since ‘Y,(X) = 01. Observe that 
a(A,l~(~)/TsGC)) = cr(A,,) in (2.61, and that, due to left invertibility, 
[B + (Y’(z)) n ker D] = 0 [ll], so vI and vp in (2.6) do not appear now. 
THEOREM 2.17. Assume that (2.19) is satisfied, and let KS E I’(,, V;.(‘c> 
5 ker K ‘, and KS > K if K E r, K Ys(C) = 0. Assume furthermore thut 2 
is left-invertible. Then for every x0 E R” there exists an input U* such thut 
JJxJ = lim,,, JT,s(xO,uT) ifund only if 
US*(C) n (D, \Dy) = 0. (2.21) 
Assume this to be the case. For every x0 the optimal control u* is unique, 
and it can be described by the urzique feedback law 
u*(i) = -(II’0 + B’K”B)P’(D’C + B’K’A)x*(i), i E N. (2.22) 
In particular, u* is such that Sx*(i) ---) 0 (i + ~1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.16, for all x,,, Js(xo) = Js(xo) = xbK”xo. Now, 
combine Corollary 2.12 with [3, Theorem 3.41. W 
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In contrast to the LQ problems in the above, the optimal cost for an LQ 
problem with an indefinite summand in the cost criterion is not a priori 
lower-bounded. Elsewhere it will be demonstrated how indefinite LQ prob- 
lems can be dealt with by combining [3] with the full power of Theorem 2.1, 
without such (unnecessarily restrictive) assumptions as controllability and 
invertibility of the control weighting matrix in the indefinite summand of the 
cost criterion. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
The two LQ problems (P ‘1 and (Ps) h ave equal optimal costs, provided 
the infimum of the former problem is finite everywhere. If this is the case, 
then the optimal cost of either problem can be uniquely represented by a 
specific solution of the ARE. 
If, moreover, the underlying system is left-invertible, then for every initial 
condition there exists an optimal input for (Ps> if and only if there are no 
S-outer invariant zeros on the rim of the unit circle, and if this is the case, 
then the optimal inputs are optimal for (Ps) as well as for (P’). 
A referee is thanked for valuable suggestions. 
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